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Wetting-driven structure formation of a binary mixture in the presence
of a mobile particle pinning potential

Yu-qiang Ma
National Laboratory of Solid State Microstructures, Nanjing University, Nanjing 210093, China

~Received 14 March 2000!

We investigate the pattern formation on the solid substrate of phase-separating films containing mobile
wetting particles with a preferential attraction for one component of the mixtures. The presence of mobile
particles under the surface-particle interaction modulation breaks the isotropy of the bulk phase-separating
process, leading to the formation of orientational structure due to the interplay between phase separation and
wetting particle ordering under a modulated pinning potential at the late stage. Simulations suggest that the
phase-separation morphology can be changed through the adjustment of the wettable-phase–particle interac-
tion and the surface-particle interaction. It provides some important insights into this ‘‘wetting-directed spin-
odal decomposition.’’

PACS number~s!: 05.70.Fh, 64.75.1g, 64.60.Cn
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There has been much interest in the study of pha
ordering dynamics in a wide variety of physical syste
@1–26#. When a binary mixture composed of two species
moleculesA andB is quenched below the critical coexisten
temperatureTc , the system subsequently segregates into
mains which are rich in eitherA or B. The morphology of
such systems may be an interconnected domain structu
isolated clusters, and changes continuously in space
time. For an ordinary mixture such as binary fluids and po
mer blends, these domains grow as time goes on, and fin
phase separation becomes macroscopic. Recently, muc
terest has been focused on the interplay between phase
ration and wetting in the spinodal region, and it has be
shown that the morphology and growth dynamics of ph
separation can be dramatically altered by wetting phenom
in a solid wall, porous medium, and gel-type network stru
ture @27–29#. The phases formed at late stage are rearran
to lower the total energy of liquid-liquid and solid-liqui
interfacial energies. In many technological applications, i
very useful to understand how to control the final morph
ogy and domain growth of phase-separating materials by
dynamic interplay between phase separation and wett
The presence of a surface can significantly alter the ph
separating process. Interestingly, Wiltziuset al. @28# studied
a polymer mixture in the unstable two-phase region in c
tact with a quartz wall, and found two different grow
modes: a slow mode corresponding to the bulk growth an
fast-growth pattern which occurs parallel to the interface
the polymer mixture with a quartz window. Lately, the pa
tern evolution in a binary mixture with the inclusion of
mobile solid wall of particles was another interesting a
complex problem@29#. Tanakaet al. @29# examined experi-
mentally the properties of a polymer mixture containi
small glass spheres which are wet by one of the compone
Their results revealed that mobile particles may form a p
colating network because of geometrical confinement of p
ticles into the wettable phase, and thus arrest phase se
tion. Although these studies have shown that polyme
materials undergo dramatic changes in the morphology
dynamics of the phase-separating growth by the interp
between phase separation and wetting dynamics, phase
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ration still led to an isotropic, disordered morphology of t
coexisting phases at some intermediate time. The presen
a surface with selective energy variations can significan
create a rich diversity of new structures and useful nanoc
posites. Boltauet al. @30# have shown experimentally tha
the domains of a phase-separating mixture of polymers
thin film can be guided into arbitrary structures by a surfa
with a prepatterned variation of surface energies. Their re
indicated that a transfer of the difference in surface energ
can lead to a composition variation of a binary polymer fil
although the details of the surface-induced demixing proc
are not yet known. On the other hand, polymer mixtures
undergo dramatic changes in orientational order in respo
to externally applied perturbations. Some previous stud
have considered the application of external fields~electric,
shear flow, temperature, and gravity! to perturb phase sepa
ration of a binary liquid mixture and another sel
organization process@26,31–33#. In this paper, we investi-
gate a phase-separating film on a substrate surface, and
small concentration of particles with a modulated pinni
potential distribution under the surface-particle interactio
The interaction between the mixture and the substrate
faces is assumed to be neglected, i.e., the substrates are
tral ~nonselective! to the polymer blend. Note that hydrody
namic effects, which prevail in the very latest stages of ph
separation in polymer blends, are neglected in the pre
model. One of the realistic systems which corresponds to
model is a thin fluid layer on a surface or between two pla
@17#, where hydrodynamic interactions are minimized. W
use a two-order-parameter model proposed by Komuraet al.
@34,35# to simulate the in-plane segregation of a tw
dimensional binary mixture induced by mobile particl
which are wet by phaseB, and show that the phase
separating orientational structure is formed as a result of
fact that the wetting phaseB tends to surround mobile par
ticles and particles must be confined to move under the c
straint by a modulation of the surface-particle interactio
leading to the competition between wetting and mobile p
ticle energy transfer in the phase-separation process.
wetting dynamics will drive an isotropic decomposition in
a modulated striped domain structure of separated fluiA
8207 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Pattern evolution of a 1283128 two-dimensional lattice with particle concentration 5% with~a! g250.02, ~b! g250.03,
~c! g250.04, and~d! g250.06. PhaseA is represented by the white region, phaseB by the gray region, and the wetting particles by blac
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and B phases even if the wetting particle concentration
very small. The present system is of practical interest
polymer materials are often filled with additives@36# that
improve their mechanical, chemical, and other properties
may be a simple and ideal system to form some small-sc
or orientational structures by adjusting the wetting pha
particle interaction and the surface-particle interaction, a
provide a new tool for the physical design of soft-mat
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materials. On the other hand, It will also be useful to und
stand the dynamics aspect of the interplay among three
netics processes: phase separation, wetting, and phase o
ing.

We study a binary mixture of two fluidsA andB with the
inclusion of mobile wetting particles. The coordinates of t
planar surface are defined in thex and y axes. The local
volume fractions of the componentsA, B, and the particles
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are denoted byfA(x,y), fB(x,y), andr(x,y), respectively.
We assume that the total densityfA(x,y)1fB(x,y)
1r(x,y) is constant. Under the incompressibility conditio
two of the local volume fractions will be independent. W
take F(x,y)5fA(x,y)2fB(x,y) and r(x,y) as the inde-
pendent variables. The order parameterF(x,y) gives the
local concentration difference betweenA (F.0) and
B (F,0) phases, whereas the order parameterr(x,y) de-
scribes the local particle concentration. The dynamics of
mixture is described by the coupled time-depend
Ginzburg-Landau equations@11–20,34,35# for the two order
parametersF(x,y) andr(x,y). The free-energy function o
the system is given by

F5E E dx dyS 2
a

2
F21

b

4
F41

d

2
~“F!21er2~r2rs!

2

1g1rF1g2r sin~2px/Lp! D , ~1!

where parametersa, b, d, e, g1 , and g2 are positive con-
stants. Thee term allows the coexistence of the two bu

FIG. 2. The time evolution of the characteristic length for va
ous values of particle periodic pinning strengthg2 with ~a! Rx(t)
and ~b! Ry(t).
e
t

states@34,35#, i.e., r50 andr5rs . The stater50 corre-
sponds to the case in which the system is locally occup
either byA or B, whereasr5rs corresponds to the case i
which the local volume is occupied only by the wetting pa
ticles. Here we take into account a cross termg1 between the
order parametersF and r due to the coupling between th
mixture and particles.g1.0 means that the particle is ene
getically favorable in theB phase (F,0), and g1 is the
strength of the wetting. The last coupling termg2 in Eq. ~1!
means that the wetting particle tends to be modulated in
x direction with a periodLp under the influence of the
surface-particle interaction, andg2 is the strength of the
chemical potential pinning a particle at the substrate surfa

The dynamics of the phase-separating process can be
tained from the couped set of equations@34#,

]F

]t
5MF“

2
dF

dF
,

~2!

]r

]t
5M r“

2
dF

dr
.

HereMF andM r are transport coefficients.

FIG. 3. Pattern evolution of a 1283128 two-dimensional lattice
with particle concentration 5% with~a! g150.02, ~b! g150.04, ~c!
g150.06, and~d! g150.08. PhaseA is represented by the white
region, phaseB by the gray region, and the wetting particles b
black.
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We carry out numerical simulations of the model syst
in an L3L two-dimensional square lattice withL5128 and
periodic boundary conditions, using the cell dynamical s
tem ~CDS! approach proposed by Oono and Puri@37#. The
CDS is a computationally efficient space-time discretiz
variation of the Cahn-Hilliard-Cook model. The CDS equ
tions corresponding to Eq.~2! are written as follows:

F~x,y,t11!5F~x,y,t !1MF~ ^̂ I F&&2I F!,
~3!

r~x,y,t11!5r~x,y,t !1M r~ ^̂ I r&&2I r!,

where

I F52D~ ^̂ F&&2F!2A tanhF1F1g1r,
~4!

I r5Er~r2rs!~2r2rs!1g1F1g2 sin~2px/Lp!.

For the original cell dynamics system, the lattice size (Dx or
Dy) and the time stepDt were both set to be unity. The CD
parametersA, D, and E in Eq. ~4! are related to the free
energy parameters in Eq.~1! by A511a, D5d, and E
52e @35#. ^̂ X&& represents the average over all the neighb
of lattice x,y on the two-dimensional square lattice, with

^̂ X&&5 1
6 (

NN
X1 1

12 (
NNN

X, ~5!

where NN and NNN represent nearest-neighbor and n
nearest-neighbor cells, respectively.^̂ X&&2X is essentially
the isotropized discrete Laplacian“2X, but the choice of Eq.
~5! will give the better isotropy of the patterns@37#.

The structure factor is defined byS(k,t)5^uF(k,t)u2&,
whereF(k,t) is the Fourier component ofF(x,y,t), and the
sum runs over all lattice sites withk5(2p/L)(mi1nj ) in
which m,n51,2,3, . . . ,L and the^•••& denotes the therma
average over a number of repeating runs from indepen
initial conditions. The domain sizeR(t) in thex andy direc-
tions is derived from the inverse of the first moment of t
structure factorS(k,t) as Ri(t)52p/^ki(t)& ( i 5x or y),
where^ki(t)&5*dk kiS(k,t)/*dk S(k,t) .

Our simulations are performed with equal concentrat
of A andB phase 47.5% and wetting particle phase 5%.
start from initial random conditions. The ranges ofF andr

at t50 are F̄2s,F,F̄1s and r̄2s,r, r̄1s with the
random fluctuations50.01, where the spatial averages ofF

and r are F̄50 and r̄50.05, respectively. In our simula
tions, we fix the parameters asA51.3, E50.25, rs51, Lp
516, D50.5, andMF5M r50.05. The results are average
over 20 independent runs. We first study the effect of va
ing the strength of the particle pinning potentialg2 on the
domain morphology and growth dynamics when the wett
strengthg1 is 0.05. Figures 1~a!, 1~b!, 1~c!, and 1~d! show
the time evolution phase separation forg250.02, g2
50.03, g250.04, andg250.06 at times in the simulation
corresponding tot510 000, 40 000, and 100 000, respe
tively. The A-rich domain for F.0 is shown as white
whereas theB-rich domain forF,0 is indicated by gray.
The area shown by black indicates the wetting partic
wherer is aboutrs51. The domain morphology depends o
the strength of the wetting particle pinning potentialg2 . As
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the strength of the particle pinning potentialg2 is increased,
we see from Fig. 1 that the competition between the wett
dynamics and mobile particle ordering will drive an isotrop
decomposition into a periodic striped domain structure
separated fluidA andB phases. The wetting particles pref
to be in the bulk of the wettable phaseB because this is
energetically favorable.

In order to study domain growth ofA and B phases, we
show in Fig. 2 the time evolution of the domain sizeR(t) in
the x and y directions as a function of time in a doub
logarithmic plot. The growth speed ofRy aligned with the
striped direction is much larger than that ofRx , as can be
seen in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2~a!, we see that the domain growt
in thex direction is not appreciably affected by the variatio
of g2 at early and intermediate times, but the domain sizeRx
clearly becomes smaller asg2 increases at the late stage. O
the other hand, we see from Fig. 2~b! that asg2 increases, a
dramatic increase in the growth rate of the characteristic
main sizeRy in the y direction is observed.

Next we investigate the wetting effect between the w
ting particle and theB phase, and how the pattern is alter
due to the variation of the wetting strengthg1 when g2 is
fixed asg250.04. In Fig. 3, we show the time evolution o
the system morphology wheng1 is changed asg150.02,

FIG. 4. The time evolution of the characteristic length for va
ous values of the wetting strengthg1 with ~a! Rx(t) and~b! Ry(t).
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g150.04,g150.06, andg150.08, at times in the simulation
corresponding tot510 000, 40 000, and 100 000, respe
tively. A similar pattern of growth is observed with an in
crease ofg1 . Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the co
responding domain sizeR(t) in the x and y directions on a
log-log plot. As the strength of the wettingg1 is increased,
we find that the wetting strength has a similar effect to
strength of the wetting particle pinning potential. In th
present model, the wetting dynamics plays an important
in determining the morphology and growth dynamics of t
system at the late stage.

In conclusion, we have studied the pattern evolutions o
binary liquid mixture in the presence of wetting particl
with the periodic pinning potential due to the surface-parti
interaction modulation, and considered the effects of the w
.
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table phase-particle and the surface-particle interactions
the morphology change and domain growth of the syst
undergoing phase separation. The morphology and dynam
of the phase-separation process can be dramatically alt
as a function of the strengths of the wettingg1 and particle
pinning potentialg2 . Our numerical simulations reveal that
striped domain morphology can be observed with an incre
of g1 andg2 , respectively. Our study shows possibilities f
the physical design of a diversity of morphologies of so
matter materials through the adjustment of the type of
particle pinning potential and wetting strength.
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the National Commission of Science and Technology
China and the National Natural Science Foundation of Ch
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